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“Where are you taking me?” were the words that flowed in her dream- 

filled head. “Why do you want me to come with you? I am not  

comfortable down here, I don’t belong with you, so deep under water.” 

 

Dreaming Krista was mesmerized by the unblinking, brown eye that  

held her gaze.  

 

The whale continued on its graceful journey; her eye fixed directly into  

the gaze of the sleeping woman. This, the whale knew, was enough.  

She would understand. 

 

The sun dazzled her. It’s brightness, too much so early in the morning.  

Krista turned away from the window. The bright of the sun reminded  

her of her hope. It had been two weeks. Bless this morning. 

And then, as Krista stretched out her legs, she felt it, the wetness  

that had come from between her legs.  

Again.  

She had dared to hope.  

Rain is what Krista would have wished for. 
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The fuss of beginning the day could not be ignored. Minutes ticked by  

whether she liked it of not. No time to wallow. There was always next  

month for hope and in between, much to be thankful for.  

Or so she told herself. 

Over and over. 

 

By nine o’clock, Krista was on the bus and on her way to work. She  

nodded good morning to the regulars on the bus and then settled into  

her usual seat by the window, which she would look out of, enjoying the  

morning show of people going about the beginning of their day.  

 

Entering the library as the first person of the day, felt to Krista like 

 entering an empty church. Krista had always absorbed the sanctity of  

a library. You talk in whispers – if at all. The reverence of it. For books,  

for readers. For words. Parents teaching children the appropriate  

behaviour in a library, the librarian reminding everyone of that  

behaviour and modelling it by whispering to her colleague. And yet  

there were times when Krista thought this was all a disservice to books  

and writers. If you came into the library having read a wonderful book,  

why could you not shout about it? 
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Share your joy, the life changing moments a book brought to you.  

Words, glorious words, the power of the word.  

Words strung together in a meaningful order. 

“Congratulations! You are pregnant.” 

“I’m sorry… but…” 

All words. 

 In an order. 

 

Perhaps not the order you were hoping for. 

 

While Krista was getting ready to open the library, she noticed a text  

from Janine, asking if she was free for lunch. Krista was surprised, she  

was close with Janine, but spontaneous lunches were unusual due to  

Janine’s busy schedule. 

 

Janine was the person who Krista turned to when the misery of her so  

far baby less life was too much. Her husband would console her with  

“There’s always next month”, but for Krista those weeks were full of  

pregnant bellies, which she had never noticed before, toddlers in  

strollers, there were so many and the daily Mums’ and Tots’ Storytime  
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at the library. It was hard for her to smile and welcome them in. But,  

 

Krista did, every time. 

 

 

It was Janine who listened, just listened.  

Janine was there. 

A lunch today with her friend would be nice.  

Already Krista felt better. Time with Janine always cheered her up. 

The morning passed by quickly enough and soon Krista was walking down  

the few steps to go into Pepita’s Café. She waved to her friend.  

 

The friends embraced. “Shall we go get in line?” Krista asked. 

 

There was so much to choose from, and the plates didn’t seem large  

enough for the greed Krista felt. She hadn’t realised how hungry she  

was. How much she needed to fill her empty belly. 

The friends choose their lunches, paid for them, and sat down.  

 

Krista reached over to touch Janine’s hand.  
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“I’m not.” 

Her friend looked down. “I’m sorry” 

 

They began eating. 

Janine began conversations about everything and anything but “it”. She  

even managed to get Krista to laugh. When it was time for them to go 

 back to work, Janine was pleased to see that Krista’s mood seemed  

lighter. 

 

As Krista walked back to the library. She sensed a presence, like a long  

shadow keeping up with her.  

 

It was wonderfully comforting. 

 

The afternoon at work ticked by easily enough. Schools were done for  

the day and the young scholars were in looking for books to help with  

projects, parents were in helping their youngsters choose books for a  

bedtime reading session. It was a lively afternoon and Krista loved that  

the library is a well used resource. She dreaded a world where books  
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lay on shelves gathering dust, their words unread. 

 

On her bus ride home after work, Krista thought about her lunch with  

Janine. There had been no coincidence about it. 

 

Krista smiled and took out her phone. She sent a heart. 

 

Over dinner, Philip and Krista chatted about their day. Krista told  

about lunch with Janine, he told her a little about his meetings. Krista  

cleaned up, poured two glasses of wine. At least she could enjoy some  

wine for a few days if she chose. 

 

And later bed. 

 

On the bathroom counter Krista left the open box of tampons. They  

could speak for her. 

 

Her husband would understand. 

 

 In her sleep, Krista was again aware of a presence. Of being seen. 
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Beside the whale, swims her calf, hidden from Krista’s view until that 

moment.  

As the mother dives down, her baby follows, and then up as together,  

they breach the surface, in one glorious display. 

Mother and baby splash their tails on the water’s surface before  

gliding away side by side.  

 

Krista slides gently into a deep, peaceful, sleep. 

  



 

 


